
I "B" TYPE RELAYS SBB RATINGS 
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<Card No.1021 
For general information illustration and schematics see Cards Nos. 1 2. etc .. and Card No. 100. 

Rated Non- Soak 
Fig. Resistance Operate Release Operate Current 

Code No. Winding (Ohms) (Ampere) (Ampere) (Ampere) (Ampere) Rating 
(f)B1026 27 Single 1800 .0009 . 0003 - - A. T .&T .Co.Std . 

{Primary 195 .0056} 
(av)B1027 72 Secondary 12000 (*) .00l!l - ( •).0006 - Mfr. Disc. 

Tertiary (N.-1.) 9100 
(t) (aj)B1028 5 Single 2250 .0006 .0002 - - A.T.411T.Co.8td. (ML) 

(c)B1029 18 Single 600 .002 .0007 - - " " " 
(g)B1030 6 Single 6 (r).015 (r).0065 - .175 A. T .&T .Co.Std. 

(aj)Bl031 37 {Primary 27 .0115 .0046} A. T .&T .Co.Std. 
Secondary 12000 (•).0012 - -

B1032 5 Single 20000 .0012 .0007 - - A.T.IIIT.Co.Std. (ML) 

B1099 5 Single 2250 .0012 .0007 - - { Mfr. Disc.: 
repl. by B1018 

(p)B1034 14 Single 5 .016 .0040 - - A.T.&T.Co.Std. 
(t)B1035 18 Single 500 .0021 .0008 - - " " 

-·· - -·- • ---- · -·-·--·-- -- · ·- ----- - --

rm•ey 48.5 
Secondary 49.5 
Tertiary 24000 f (at) .0006 (at) .0002} A.T.411T.Co.8td. (ML) 

(g)B1036 74 Quaternary (Non-Ind.) 56 l(au) .0129 - -
Quintinary (Non-Ind.) 56 
Pri. & Quat. Combined 26 
Sec. & Quint. Combined 26 

(_airl~!~} B1037 67 Single 2000 . 0009 .0004 - - Mfr. Disc . 

( •) Through primary and secondary windings in series aiding. (r) After soak. 
(t) Sarne as B1002, except mechanical adjustment. Replaces B1002. (s) Replaces B548. 
(c) Replaces B425. ( t) Replaces B1033. 
(f) Equipped with a flexible front contact spring. (aj) Equipped with heavy contacts. 
(g) Equipped with a crosstalk-proof cover. (at) Through primary and quaternary in multiple, secondary 
(p) Equipped with No. 2 metal contacts. and quintinary in rnulitple, and tertiary in series aiding. 

(au) Through primary and quaternary in multiple and secondary 
and quintinery in multiple in series aiding. 

(av) Equipped with flexible front and rear contact springs. 
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